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The perceived relationship between changes in weather and pain has been recorded since 
the classical Roman age. Hippocrates was the first to note, in about 400 b.c., that many 
illnesses were related to changes in season (Rosen 1979). The large body of folklore 
about how weather affects pain is reflected by traditional sayings and expressions, such 
as "aches and pain, coming rains," "feeling under the weather," and "ill health due to evil 
winds." Monica Seles, who recently recovered after being stabbed in the back during a 
tennis tournament, reported in an interview published in Sports Illustrated (July 17, 1995) 
that weather changes influenced the site of her scar. When asked if she had any residual 
pain from her injury, she stated that "the scar tingles only when rain is coming." 

The various meteorologic factors that have been suspected of contributing to changes in 
pain include temperature, barometric pressure, precipitation, humidity, thunderstorms, 
sunshine, and increased ionization of the air (Rosen 1979; Harlfinger 1991; Sulman et al. 
1970). Certain pain diagnoses have been reported to be especially sensitive to weather 
changes, including rheumatoid arthritis (Patberg et al. 1985; Affleck et al. 1987; Hill 
1972; Sibley 1985; Rasker et al. 1986; Guedj and Weinberger 1990), osteoarthritis 
(Laborde et al. 1986), fibromyalgia (Yunus et al. 1981), phantom limb pain (Harlfinger 
1991), headaches (Anderson et al. 1965; Brown 1977), scar pain (Weinbrecth and Simon 
1989), gout (Katz and Weiner 1975), trigeminal neuralgia (Kranzl 1977), low back pain 
(Menges 1983; Hendler et al. 1995), and pain influenced by mood disorder (Romano and 
Turner 1985; Persinger 1980). Data on the relationship between climatologic changes and 
pain are conflicting (Slovis et al. 1986; Redwood et al. 1976). Despite the frequency with 
which such a relationship is reported, few controlled studies have been designed to 
investigate this issue, and many questions remain unanswered. This article reviews the 
current literature on the effects of weather on report of pain. 

Case Reports 



The first publication of documented changes in pain perception associated with the 
weather was in the American Journal of Medical Sciences in 1887. This case report 
described a person with phantom limb pain who concluded that "approaching storms, 
dropping barometric pressure and rain were associated with increased pain complaint" 
(Shutty et al. 1992). Most investigations examining the relationship between weather and 
pain have studied persons diagnosed with arthritis. After reviewing many case reports, 
Rentshler reported in JAMA in 1929 that there was strong evidence that "warm weather is 
beneficial and barometric pressure changes are detrimental to patients with arthritis" 
(Shutty et al. 1992). Since then many other studies have concluded that cold weather and 
changes in barometric pressure contribute to increased pain in persons diagnosed with 
arthritis (Hill 1972; Patberg et al. 1985; Rasker et al. 1986), although some exceptions 
have been noted (van de Laar et al. 1991). 

Surveys and Experimental Studies 

Yunus et al. (1981) reported that 92% (N = 50) of fibromyalgia patients believed that 
"cold and humid" weather negatively influenced their pain symptoms. Hill (1972) 
estimated that between 80% and 90% of patients diagnosed with arthritis report weather 
sensitivity. Sulman et al. (1984) studied patients during periods of dry heat and intervals 
of cold rain and wind. They concluded that malaise, inactivity, depression, and 
psychological discomfort reported during the cold rainy period correlated well with 
changes in serotonin, thyroxine, steroid, and amine metabolism. Weinbrecth and Simon 
(1989) found a correlation of the number of hospital admissions with decreased 
temperature and increased humidity in patients with lumbar disk prolapses. 
Unfortunately, these studies were descriptive investigations which relied mostly on 
reported estimates and correlational findings. 

Guedj and Weinberger (1990) attempted to correlate pain and activity levels with changes 
in weather by diagnosis. They instructed 16 patients with rheumatoid arthritis, 24 with 
osteo-arthritis, 11 with inflammatory arthritis, and 11 with fibromyalgia joint pain to 
monitor their pain and activity every day for four weeks. They found that patients whose 
pain was attributable to rheumatoid arthritis, osteoarthritis, or fibromyalgia were all 
adversely affected by changes in barometric pressure. Patients diagnosed with 
rheumatoid arthritis or osteoarthritis also experienced increased pain with changes in 
temperature. For those diagnosed with inflammatory arthritis, no relationship between 
weather variables and pain was apparent. 

Jamison and Parris (1990) correlated the hourly pain ratings of 340 chronic pain patients 
with concurrent national weather statistics in their area of residence. The patients were 
asked to monitor their pain on an hourly basis for one week. The results showed the 
highest correlation of weather with headaches and upper extremity pain. Hendler et al. 
(1995) examined the relationship between diagnostic data on 97 chronic pain patients and 
the perceived effect of weather on their pain. Patients with back pain reported the most 
sensitivity to weather changes, while persons with diffuse myofascial and 
temporomandibular joint pain reported the least. 



Shutty et al. (1992) asked 70 chronic pain patients to complete a weather and pain 
questionnaire assessing sensitivity to meteorologic variables of temperature, sudden 
changes, humidity, precipitation, thunderstorms, and sunshine. The authors correlated 
weather sensitivity with pain intensity, the interference of pain with activities, physical 
symptoms, duration of pain, and scores on the SCL-90, which is a checklist of emotional 
distress. The patients consistently identified the meteorologic variables that influenced 
their pain, but they were not consistent in reporting which physical symptoms were most 
affected by the weather variables. Temperature and humidity had the greatest impact on 
the pain of these patients, affecting 87% and 77%, respectively. Patients who were 
weather-sensitive and those who were not were similar in terms of demographic factors 
and emotional distress. The authors concluded that patients who were weather-sensitive 
reported significantly greater pain intensity, greater chronicity of pain problems, and 
greater sleep disturbances than those who were not weather-sensitive. 

Hagglund et al. (1994) used the same weather questionnaire used by Shutty et al. (1992) 
to investigate the relationship between weather sensitivity and disease severity in 84 
persons diagnosed with fibromyalgia. Eighty-eight percent of the participants believed 
that precipitation and changes in temperature exacerbated their pain. Those with greater 
weather sensitivity reported greater functional impairment and psychological distress. 

Jamison et al. (1995) investigated differences in perceived influence of weather on pain 
among 557 chronic pain patients living in four U.S. cities: San Diego, California; 
Nashville, Tennessee; Worcester, Massachusetts; and Boston, Massachusetts. Correlation 
of demographic and weather variables with questionnaire data showed that the majority 
of patients (67.9%) believed that change in weather affected their pain. Cold and damp 
had the greatest influence (60.7% and 72.8%, respectively). Many patients reported that 
their pain was affected before (52.6%) and during (62.3%) rather than after weather 
changes. Younger patients with arthritis reported greatest sensitivity to changes in 
weather. Surprisingly, weather sensitivity was unrelated to all other demographic 
variables or to geographic region. Thus, perceived effect of weather on pain was not 
found to be related to local climate. 

Few well-designed experimental studies have examined the effects of weather changes on 
pain. Hollander (1961) attempted to manipulate barometric pressure and humidity in a 
climate-controlled room devised in his laboratories. Arthritic patients reported more pain 
with the combination of increased humidity and decreased barometric pressure but no 
change in pain when only one weather condition was changed. Although often cited, this 
study has been criticized because of the small number of subjects (N = 12) and the short 
time that the subjects were in the chamber 

Possible Mechanisms 

Various explanations have been given to account for the effects of weather changes on 
pain (Jamison et al. 1995; Latman and Levi 1980). Certain physiologic factors associated 
with changes in weather seem to impact persons with chronic pain. Because tendons, 
muscles, bones, and scar tissue are of various densities, cold and damp may expand or 



contract them in different ways. Sites of microtrauma may also be sensitive to expansions 
and contractions due to atmospheric changes. Changes in barometric pressure and 
temperature may increase stiffness in the joints and trigger subtle movements that 
heighten a nociceptive response. Such alteration of structure may be particularly 
problematic in inflammatory joints whose sensitized nociceptors are affected by 
movement (Rasker et al. 1986; Besson and Chaouch 1987). Change in barometric 
pressure may also cause a transient "disequilibrium" in body pressure that may sensitize 
nerve endings and account for increased pain preceding changes in temperature or 
humidity. Finally, seasonal weather patterns influence mood in some persons (Sulman 
1984; Romano and Turner 1985) and thereby indirectly affect pain perception. Although 
weather sensitivity seems to be a multifactorial phenomenon, the results of most studies 
suggest that exploring a physiologic basis for weather-oriented changes in pain 
perception in persons with chronic pain may be fruitful. 

The common belief that pain is improved by living in a better climate is not supported by 
the current literature, perhaps because the body establishes an equilibrium to the local 
climate so that relative changes in weather trigger an increase in pain regardless of the 
actual weather. Pain patients living in a mild climate report sensitivity to seasonal 
changes. Pain duration, pain intensity, pain frequency, history of surgery, or pain site do 
not account for effect of climatologic changes on pain. Differences in these factors 
between weather-sensitive and non-weather-sensitive patients are not consistent or useful 
in predicting group classification. Thus, local climate has little influence on how patients 
perceive the effect of weather on their pain. 

Conclusions 

There is much anecdotal but little empirical evidence for the effect of weather changes on 
pain. Much of the literature consists of either case studies or experimental investigations 
with few subjects and a reliance on self-report measures. Laboratory studies to determine 
the exact mechanism of action have been largely unsuccessful. Nonetheless, the mere 
frequency of report suggests a significant relationship between weather changes and pain 
intensity. This neglected topic deserves attention by both basic scientists and clinical 
researchers 
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